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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTI N 

Stuttering is truly one of the most exasperating 

enigmas of our time, both in terms of its cause and 

treatment. The research on the subject is extensive 

and yet no one has been able to ascertain u/ith any degree 

of clarity the cause or causes of stuttering nor ujhat to 

do about it uihen it exists. There seem to be almost as 

many théories about stuttering as there are professionals 

in the field. To the professor and the researcher the 

problem of stuttering is primarily academic Houjever, 

to the stutterer himself the condition is tragic 

The stutterer goes through life ujondering ujhy it had 

to happen to him. He is filled ujith self-doubt, self-pity 

and feeiings of inferiority. He frequently sujitches from 

one therapist to another, never quite finding the right 

ansujer to his problem. Some stutterers are cured, of 

that there is no doubt, but unfortunately the number of 

cures is all too feuj. 

The author has u-'orked ujith stutterers as part of her 

professional training in speech pathology and has learned 

to appreciate the personal dilemma created by this frustrat-

ing communication problem. It is for this reason that she 

has undertaken the present research in the hope that she 



might add even a minute bit of information to help solve 

the riddle of this phenomenon knoujn as stuttering. 

Revieuj of Related Literature 

The literature is rich in materiai ujhich suggests that 

the stutterer is somehouj physiologicaily different from the 

normal speaker. Bluemel (Hahn, 1956) sees the stutterer as 

being neurologically disorganized. Karlin (Uan Riper, 1965) 

theorized that stuttering results from delayed myeiination 

of neurai fibers. Uiest, Nelson, and Berry (l939) suggest 

that stuttering may be genetically transmitted. Bryngelson 

(Hahn, 1956) is of the opinion that stuttering results 

from the lack of a dominant cerebrai hemisphere and the 

resultant struggle for dominance by the tujo hemispheres. 

Kopp (1934) studied the blood chemistry of stutterers 

as ujell as non-stutterers. He found that although the 

resulting values ujere ujithin the normal limits, reliable 

differences exist betujeen normal controls. He stated that 

stutterers have a higher total serum calcium, inorganic 

phosphorous, sugar; and a loujer potassium, total protein, 

albumin and globuiin. Tujitmeyer (l93 ) suggests that 

stutterers are different from non-stutterers in terms of 

hemo-respiratory factors, Uiest (1958) says that the 

stutterer is physioiogicaliy different from normals in 

metabolic factors and tissue chemistry. He says the 

stutterer's neurophysiological mechanism for speech is 



rendered vulnerable to the disruptive effects of social and 

emotional pressures by a biochemical imbalance, Palmer and 

Gillett (1939) concluded that there is a greater than normal 

tendency toujard cardiac arrythmia among stutterers, 

The literature presented here suggesting physiological 

differences is intended to be only representative and not 

exhaustive. The fact is that most such literature appears 

early in the history of stuttering research and the results 

of such research are equivocal and inconclusive. 

lYlost of the research appearing more recently in the 

literature suggests that the cause of stuttering is functional 

and not physiological. In other ujords, stuttering is 

learned. It is to the point of stuttering as a learned 

behavior to ujhich the author nouj addresses herself and to 

uihich this literary revieuj gives major consideration. 

Stutterinq as a Learned Behavior 

There are many theories of learning and any one of 

these might be used as a model to explain the acquisition 

of stuttering. It is not the purpose of this paper to 

revieuj all of the possibilities for the ujay or ujays by 

UJ hich stuttering might be iearned, Instead, the author 

proposes to shouj one ujay by uhich stuttering might be 

learned and this in terms of her oujn bias toujard the 

learning theory of the late Clark Hull (Hiigard, 1948). 

It appears that there are four main factors of Hull's 

theory to ujhich stuttering must be reconciled if it is to 



be considered learned behavior. These factors ujith defi-

nitions follouj: 

1. Drive—uihich is defined as that ujhich impels to 

action. Hull sees essentially tujo kinds of 

drives. Innate or primary drives sre those 

ujith ujhich an organism is born. These include 

such things theoretically defined as hunger, 

thirst, sex, etc Secondary drives are 

acquired as the result of learning and servs 

as a facade for one or more of the primary 

drives. For instance, the drive to acquire 

money is a secondary drive, lYloney is desirable 

because it can buy things necessary to satisfy 

primary drives such as food, a marriage partner, 

fuel, etc 

2. Cues—ujhich are defined as observable phenomena 

ujithin the environment (both internal and external) 

ujhich ansuier such questions for the organism as 

ujhen to respond, houj to respond, ujhy to respond 

and so forth. For instance, the observation of a 

rattlesnake in one's path is a cue to retreat, 

3. Response—ujhich is defined as that which the 

organism does to reduce the drive state, This 

is closely related to the fourth factor, 

4, Reinforcement—ujhich is defined as a tendency to 

respond habitually, Response and reinforcement 



ujill be discussed together. Drive reduction 

is a unique feature of Hull's theory of learning. 

Prompt reduction of the strength of the drive 

as a result of the response acts as a reinforce-

ment. In other words, if the response has been 

successful in bringing about a reduction in 

drive, the more likely it is that the same 

response ujill occur if the organism is again con-

fronted ujith a similar set of circumstances. 

To make this more clear, the author presents a purely 

hypothetical learning situation: A ujhite mouse has been 

starved doujn tn 80 per cent of its normal body ujeight 

ujhich operationally defines the drive state (hunger). The 

mouse is placed in a small ujire cage ujhich is empty except 

for a small lever and a food chute through ujhich a food 

pellet ujill be delivered if the lever is pressed. The 

cage, the lever and the food chute are all environmental 

cues. If, in its random activity ujithin the cage, the 

mouse should press the lever (response) it ujili be reujarded 

by a food pellet. Eating the pellet makes the mouse less 

hungry (drive reduction) than it ujas before it pressed 

the lever, Thus the lever pressing response has been 

reinforced, Learning takes place ujith subsequent successful 

trials ujith reinforcement and the time betujeen entering the 

cage and the lever pressing response should decrease progres-

sively uiith successive reinforcements until the response has 



been learned. The next step is to shouj houj stuttering 

also fits this learning paradigm, 

The Drive State 

Coming directly to the point, it seems that the drive 

state in stuttering is anxiety ujhich is precipiated by ujord 

induced and situationally induced cues. Evidence for the 

existence of anxiety ujould appear to be found in several 

studies. Houjever, since anxiety is a theoretical definition 

of ujhat takes place ujithin the organism, it is necessary 

to use a physiological correlate ujhich takes place at the 

same time as the stuttering response and to infer anxiety 

from the physiological response. The physiological response 

operationaliy defines anxiety, Pierce (l97 ) employed a 

plethysmograph to measure blood voiume prior to, during 

and folloLuing the moment of stuttering, Uiords ujere presented 

in isolation and not as rapid, connected speech, She found 

that vasoconstriction took place ujith a concomitant decrease 

in blood volume as a stutterer approached a ujord on ujhich 

stuttering occurred and that vasoconstriction lessened ujith 

an increase in blood volume folloujing the moment of stutter-

ing. From this, she inferred an inverse relationship betujeen 

blood volume and anxiety, Anxiety increases as a stutterer 

approaches a feared ujord and decreases folloujing the moment 

of stuttering. 

Brutten (1963) using palmar sujeating as a physiological 

correlate to stuttering, observed that palmar sujeat scores 



decreased ujhen related to dysfluency reduction in stutterers 

but not ujhen related to dysfluency reduction in normal 

controls, He concluded that anxiety is primarily a factor 

operating in conjunction ujith stuttering speech behavior 

and not operating in nonstuttering speech behavior, 

Uihen stutterers themselves ujere asked to list certain 

physiological experiences ujhich they experienced during 

stuttering, they reported such things as difficulty ujith 

breathing, nervousness, excessive perspiration, feelings 

of general bodily tension and increased heart rate. The 

stutterers associated these responses uiith anxiety 

reactions (Frasier, 1963). 

Uan Riper and Hull (1963) report that ujith proper 

instrumentation several physioiogical correlates to 

stuttering can be measured. He suggests such things as 

increased heart rate, abnormsl breathing patterns, 

deviation in brain ujaves, vascuiar changes and abnormal 

electrodermal and psychogalvanic reflexes, He states 

that there are physiological correlates of the stutterer's 

struggle or fear, i,e,, anxiety. 

Uiord and Situational Cues 

Perhaps the best evidence of the effect ujords and 

situations have on the stuttering response is contained 

in a series of so-called "adaptation studies" ujhich appear 

in a basic stuttering textbook edited by Uiendell Johnson 
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(1963), The stuttering adaptation phenomenon is defined 

as the progressive decrease in the stuttering response ujith 

successive readings of the same material, So long as ujords 

and situations remain constant it can be shoujn that the 

number of stuttering blocks decrease progressively from 

the first through the fifth or sixth reading of the same 

material at ujhich point further reduction is not signifi-

cant. Gray (1965) has indicated that this phenomenon is 

highly predictable. 

Va-n Riper and Hull (1963) compared stuttering adapta-

tion in a constant situation as opposed to a varying 

situation. They found in a constant situation that 

stutterers shoujed a decrease in the number of "spasms" 

from one reading to the next until a plateau had been 

reached. These results remained constant ujhen the 

selection ujas read backujards (out of syntax) or ujhen the 

same ujords ujere presented in another selection, Houjever, 

ujhen the situation ujas changed, such as reading into a 

microphone or before a group of strange people, 95 per cent 

of the subjects shoujed a marked increase in the number of 

"spasms" ujhich ujere roughly proportional to the estimate of 

difficulty of the situation. 

Shulman (1963) had stutterers read a 5 0-ujord passage 

once ujith only the experimenter present as a listener and 

then he added one additional listener per reading until 

five listeners ujere present, He compared the results of 



the previous condition to a condition in ujhich the experi-

menter ujas the only listener present ujhile a 50 -ujord 

passage ujas read five times, He found that decreases in 

stuttering ujere more consistent and at a greater rate in 

the second condition than in the first condition. He 

concluded that adaptation decreases as social complexity 

increases. 

Jones (1963) conducted a study to determine ujhether 

and to ujhat extent adaptation of stuttering frequency 

is folloujed by recovery of stuttering after a specific 

period of time, The same 25 -ujord passage ujas read five 

times in succession on each of five successive days, Ten 

days later the same passage ujas read again five times, 

He found that stuttering decreased significantly for each 

of the five readings on each consecutive day. Also, the 

initial reading on each neuj day ujas loujer than the initial 

reading of the previous day. Frequency of stuttering 

returned to its initiai ievel after ten days, 

Dixon (1963) investigated the adaptation phenomenon 

employing three experimental situations: (l) only the 

experimenter present, (2) an audience of five present, 

and (3) u/ith the subject talking over a telephone to a 

listener in another room, In pre-experimental ranking, 

it ujas relatively agreed by the subjects that the examiner-

only situation ujould be the easiest, the telephone situation 

next, and that the audience situation uould be the most 
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difficult. Post-experimental ranking shoujed the same 

general agreement, 

An important study by Golub (1963) shoujed that stutter-

ing adaptation uias dependent on the ujords themselves and 

not on ujords in any given context, His subjects read five 

successive ujord lists of lOG ujords each, Fifty of the 

ujords in each list uiere the same and 50 ujords in each list 

uiere different, Adaptation occurred on the ujords ujhich uiere 

the same but not on ujords ujhich uiere different, 

Taken collectively, these studies appear to clearly 

indicate that the stuttering adaptation phenomenon can be 

greatly modified by ujhat one does to modify either the 

ujords or the situation in ujhich the uiords are read, Uiith 

the assumption that the antecedent of stuttering is anxiety, 

the importance of uiord and situational cues ujould seem to 

be evident. 

Response and Reinforcement 

It is obvious that the author sees stuttering as the 

response in this learning paradigm, Houjevsr, a problem 

arises ujith this learning modei ujhen one asks, "Houj can 

the response (stuttering) be reujarding and thus reduce the 

drive state (anxiety) uihen it is so obviously punishing?" 

Uiischner (1952) theorizes that the drive state is reduced 

by a process of maladaptive reinforcement, Apparently 

stutterers are able to predict ujords on ujhich they expect 
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to stutter (Johnson et al,, 1937). As a stutterer approaches 

a ujord on uihich he expects to stutter, his anxiety groujs, 

but once he has said the ujord and the ujord is behind him, 

he no longer has to fear the ujord and the anxiety is reduced, 

It ujould seem there is relief from anxiety from having com-

pleted the ujord, The point is that the stuttering response 

ujas successful in reducing the anxiety drive and this 

drive reduction has reinforcing qualities, It is oniy 

after the reinforcement has already taken place that 

stutter-ing becomes punishing and since the reduction in 

anxiety precedes the punishment, drive reduction is of 

greater importance. 

Objective evidence of this maladaptive process is 

clearly seen in the Pierce (l970) study previously cited. 

Pierce displays graphicaily the increase in anxiety as a 

stutterer approaches a nonfluent ujord and the decrease of 

anxiety after the uiord has been spoken, and her results are 

statistically significant, 

In summary, then, the antecedent of stuttering appears 

to be anxiety, ujhich is defined as the drive state, The 

degree of anxiety is determined by situational and/or 

ujord induced cues, The reduction of the drive state to 

create a reinforcement, an important consideration in fitting 

stuttering to the Hullian model, comes about by a maladaptive 

process resulting from the stuttering response, 

Although stuttering does appear to be learned, stili 
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far too little is knoujn about houj it is learned, It seems 

to fit the Hullian model, yet it ujould have been just as 

possible to shouj a reasonably good fit to other learning 

paradigms, Brutten and Shoemaker (1967) have done just 

such a thing in relating the acquisition of stuttering 

primarily to classical conditioning but ujith the inclusion 

of some instrumental conditioning necessary for the learn-

ing of secondary stuttering characteristics, The point 

is that researchers still do not knouj enough about the 

precise-cause of stuttering to bring about an effective 

cure, It is very necessary to explore all neuj materials 

issuing from experimentai laboratories in the hope that 

additional knoujiedge about stuttering might be obtained, 

In this vein, an intriguing self-aujareness theory is being 

pursued by several researchers and perhaps this theory ujill 

provide additional knoujledge about stuttering. 

Self-Aujareness Theory 

Basically it ujould appear that there are tujo states 

of self aujareness, either of ujhich ujould modify the behavior 

of an individual in one uay or another, In the first state, 

subjective self aujareness, the individual focuses his 

attention aujay from himself and toujard his environment, 

In the second state, objective seif aujareness, the converse 

is true and the individual tends to focus his attention 

inujard and cn himself. Although peopie tend to shift back 
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and forth from one state to the other, it is the subjective 

state of self auiareness ujhich seems to be the most comfort-

able for most people and the state in ujhich most people 

ujould prefer to place themselves. In the objective state, 

an individuai tends to believe he is being evaluated by 

his environment, or at ieast other persons ujho form part 

of his environment, and this evaluation makes him uncomfort-

able. To escape the negative feedback from his environrnent, 

the individuai may engage in various physical activities 

ujhich ostensibiy lessen his perception of the negative 

feedback. Duval and Uiicklund (in press) describe the 

foiloujing reiationships: / \ 
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Some evidence of the effect of objective self aujareness 

is contained in a recently published article by Uiickiund 
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and Ickes (1972), Some subjects ujere made to listen to a 

tape recording of their ouin voices ujhile envolved in a 

decision making task, ujhile other subjects heard a tape 

recording of someone else's voice ujhile invoived in the 

same task, The question ujas, ujhich group of subjects 

ujould be beset ujith more self doubt concerning their 

problem solving abilities and ujould therefore require 

more additional information before making a decision, 

Ostensibiy, listening to one's ouin voice creates a 

higher state of objective self aujareness than does 

listening to someone else's voice, The results shoujed 

that subjects in a state of objective self auiareness 

(listening to their oujn voices) required significantly 

more additional information before a decision could be 

made. "The theoretical basis of the present experiment 

assumed that objective self auiareness causes the person 

to become increasingly concerned about making a correct 

decision, this concern or doubt being reflected in 

exposure to certainty-increasing information," Also 

along this line, Uiicklund and Duval (l97l) have specified 

some of the conditions ujhich lead people to be self-critical 

and experience self doubt, 

In describing the relationship of subjective and 

objective self aujareness to verbal behavior, Duval and 

Uiicklund (in press) have presented a hypothetical illustra-

tion of the point. The present author paraphrases the 
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illustration, Suppose a person is a guest at a cocktail 

party and finds himself uncomf or table, ujith rising objective 

self aujareness, There are tujo (possibly more) routes ujhich 

he can take to reduce or eiiminate the negative feelings 

he is experiencing, The first is to engage in "small-talk" 

and if he is successful in maintaining such a conversation 

he ujill have successfully circumvented any threatening self 

examination. The conversation must be fairly innocuous 

and never potentiaily threatening, If structure is added 

to the conversation it may lead to a possible negative 

evaluation of the subject by others and thus increase the 

state of objective self aujareness in thb subject, The 

second possible uiay to reduce objective self aujareness 

is for the subject to engage in physical activity, Non-

verbal activity such as mixing cocktails, arranging chairs, 

uiashing dishes, etc , may serve to ring about greater 

subjective self aujareness. 

Duval and Uiicklund (in press) make a further relevant 

statement to the point of verbal behavior. 

There 
cocktail 
poujerf ul 
objective 
as common 
speaker ' s 
to his pe 
presentat 
The inter 
anticipat 
the speak 
the poten 

are situations analogous to the 
party that are potentially more 
in their potential for creation of 
self aujareness and they are neariy 
It is a common observation that a 

greatest nervousness occurs just prior 
rformance but once he iaunches into his 
ion he feels relatively comfortable. 
pretation is obvious. Standing alone, 
ing his appearance before an audience, 
er is passive and quite conscious of 
tiai forthcoming attention of the 
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audience. The result is an intense state of 
objective self aujareness that may lead to severe 
self evaluation that he ujould prefer to avoid. 
The desire to "get it over ujith" is one manifesta-
tion of the effort to attain subjective self aujare-
ness. The relatively comfortable state reached 
upon speaking refiects the effectiveness of exert-
ing force on the environment in bringing about the 
subjective state. . . . the greater potentiai the 
audience has for evaluation of the speaker, hence 
attention toujard him, the more objective self 
aujareness uill be aroused prior to the presenta-
tion and at those places in his speech that call 
for him to pause. 

Furthermore, concerning verbal behavior, Duval and 

Uiicklund (in press) are of the opinion that uihile in an 

objective state of self aujareness that a person is apt 

to commit more faux pas than he u/ould in a subjective state, 

In other ujords, more nonfluencies should occur. The impli-

cations of the theory to stuttering behavior should appear 

obvious at this point, u/hich introduces the purpose of the 

present research. 

Purpose and Hypothesis 

The author is auiare that the factors responsible for 

stuttering behavior are probably not explained totally in 

terms of self aujareness theory. There are undoubtedly some 

deep rooted conditioning processes ujhich have taken place 

uihich make the nonfluencies of stutterers different somehouj 

than the nonfluencies of a normal speaker engaged in "small 

talk" at a cocktaii party. Yet, could not the self aujare-

ness theory partially explain some of the differences in 

the magnitude of stuttering response ujhich the stutterer 
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experiences as situations change in social complexity? 

To ansujer this question ujas the main purpose of this 

research, To explore the question, a stuttering group 

ujas compared to a matched control group, Individuals 

ujithin the groups ujere asked to engage in verbal behavior 

ujhile simultaneously being involved in one of tujo states 

of physical activity, active and inactive, According to 

theory, both groups shouid dispiay more nonfluencies in 

the inactive condition and feujer nonfluencies in the 

active condition, Past research has already indicated 

that stutterers tend to have feuier nonfluencies ujhen 

involved in physical activity, Bloodst3Ín (1969) makes 

the statement that there may be littie stuttering uihen 

speech is accompanied by dancing, piano-piaying or 

sujimming or ujhen the stutterer is demonstrating houj to 

play a musical instrument or operate a machine. Geniesse 

(1935) demonstrated a reduction in stuttering ujhen stutter-

ers ujere required to uialk on all fours, In this respect, 

then, the present study may be considered a replication 

of previous research. 

The purpose of this research is best summarized in 

the folloujing statement ujhich is the experimental hypothesis 

of the study. Both a group of stutterers and a group of 

matched controls ujill display feujer speech nonfluencies 

ujhen in a state of physical activity than ujhen in a state 

of physical inactivity. 

l 
i 



CHAPTER II 

EXPERIIYIENTAL PROCEDURE 

In this chapter is described the selection of subjects, 

the equipment employed and the procedures utilized. Every 

attempt ujas made to keep the results and conclusions as 

defensible as possibie by maintaining rigid controls over 

the conduct of this experiment. 

S u b .1 e c t s 

Tujo groups of subjects ujere employed, an experimentai 

group and a matched control group, lYlatching ujas in terms 

of age, sex, race and intelligence (roughly estimated), 

The experimental group uias composed of 12 adult 

stuttering subjects: 10 Caucasian males, 1 Caucasian female 

and 1 Negrn male, The age range of the experimental maies 

uias from 18 yearfî 'to 46 years ujith a mean age of 23,9 

years. The female stuttering subject uias 18 years old, 

All of the stuttering subjects uiere considered by themselves 

and by others to be stutterers and either uiere receiving 

or had received therapy for their stuttering at some time 

in their lives, 

The control group uias composed of 12 fluent speakers, 

There ujere i Caucasian males, 1 Caucasian female and 1 

Negro male, The age range of the males in the control 

group uias from 20 years to 45 years ujith a mean age of 24,3 

18 
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years. The female subject in the control group ujas also 

18 years old, 

The dichotomies of sex and race ujere easy to match and 

presented no problem, Age ujas matched ujithin tujo years, 

ujhich seems justified ujhen dealing ujith adults, Intelligence 

ujas matched only grossly. The Ammon's Quick Test ujas 

administered to each subject, This is a picture vocabulary 

type intelligence test ujith a score of 50 representing the 

maximum score possible. Inteliigence ujas considered matched 

if the subjects could score ujithin 3 ujords of each other. 

The IQ range for the stuttering subjects uias 87 to 120 

ujith a mean of 107.58, and for the control subjects the IQ 

range ujas from 98 to 130 ujith a mean of 106.83, 

Equipment 

The equipment employed mas relatively simple. No 

elaborate equipment ujas necessary, An adjustable music 

stand ujas employed to hold the material to be read, and 

an exercise type "bicycle" (the rear ujheel ujas replaced by 

a permanent stand) ujas employed for the condition requiring 

physical activity, Uerbal responses ujere recorded on tape 

for later playback and counting. 

Readinq lYlaterial 

The material to be read presented something of a 

problem. The problem ujas not so much in terms of the 

subject matter of the material (uihich ujas not particularly 
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important) but rather in terms of the manner in ujhich the 

material ujas presented. The subjects ujere to be asked to 

read the material under tujo different conditions: (l) 

physically active and (2) physically inactive (this ujill be 

explained in greater detail in the folloujing subsection). 

If different reading material ujere to be employed for these 

tujo conditions, such materiai ujould have to be matched very 

carefully for length, uiord type, vocabulary, and so forth, 

lYlore importantly, the material uiould have to be matched 

for semantic balance and the effects of this factor on the 

stuttering response, Houjever, since the ujord cues uihich 

precipitate the stuttering response are so highly individ-

ualistic, making an independent variable of the reading 

material became virtuaily impossibie, 

It ujas therefore decided that a single reading passage 

ujould need to be employed for both experimentai conditions, 

A single reading passage presents no problems if sufficient 

time is alloujed betujeen readings to offset the stuttering 

adaptation phenomenon, The stuttering adaptation phenomenon 

ujas described previously in Chapter I, If sufficient time 

is alloujed to lapse betujeen readings, the adaptation 

phenomenon does not take place and/or recovery of the 

stuttering response occurs, Jamison (1963) found that 

stuttering recovered l per cent after a 4,5 hour interval 

betujeen readings, Jones (1963) found feuj residual effects 

of the adaptation phenomenon after ten days betujeen readings. 
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The problem of the stuttering adaptation phenomenon 

ujas therefore managed by alloujing one full ujeek betujeen 

conditions, and further, by counterbalancing the order in 

ujhich the tujo conditions ujere presented. 

The passage itself ujas fairly simple and ujas taken 

from a standard voice improvement text (Anderson, 1942). 

The passage folloujs: 
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"I'm not certain," 
"The roof may not come 
I'll go tomorroui, And 
it's so nice and snug h 
back to my hole and thi 
long line of rats march 
and left him there alon 

That night there uj 
foggy morning some men 
oid barn that had falie 
moved a board and sauj a 
half in and haif out of 
shirker got his due. 

said Arthur, undaunted, 
doujn just yet, I think 
then again I don't knouj, 
ere, lYlaybe I should go 
nk it over," And the 
ed out to their neuj home 
e. 
as a big crash. 
rode up to look 
n dou/n. One of 
young rat, quite dead, 
his hole, Thus the 

I n the 
at the 
them 

Experimental Conditions 

As ujas stated earlier, tujo experimental conditions uiere 

employed: a physically active condition and a physically 

inactive condition, All subjects participated in both con-

ditions, Even numbered subjects participated in the 

inactive condition first and then the active condition, Odd 

numbered subjects participated in the conditions in the 

reverse ordar, The experimenter coilected ali the data 

and she uja'', the oniy person, other than the subject, ujho 

ujas present in the experimental room, The room ujas constant 

for all subjects and both conditions, 

Active Condition 

Subject reported to the experimental room. Experimenter 

gathered identifying data, i,e,, name, age, sex, race and, 

if appropriate for the condition, administered the Ammon's 

Quick Test for a measure of intelligence. 

Subject ujas then asked to mount the exercise bicycle 
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and to begin peddling, The music stand ujas then adjusted to 

eye level in front of the bicycle, the reading passage ujas 

placed on the music stand and the subject ujas instructed as 

f ollouis: 

Uihen you are toid to begin, please read this 
passage aloud ujhile you peddie the bicycle. 
Include the title, Read at a comfortable rate. 
Try not to do anything to riodify your normal 
stuttering pattern (or reading pattern for the 
controi subjects). If nonfluencies come, iet 
tnem come normally, Are there any questions? 
(If none, the tape recorder was sctivated). K, 
begin reading. (Experimenter holds microphone 
in front of subject's mouth), 

Uihen the subject compieted the passage, the tape recorder 

uias turned off, the subject ujas thanked and dismissed, If 

appropriate, the subject ujas asked to return in exactly one 

ujeek. 

Inactive Condition 

Subject reported to the experimsntal room. Examiner 

gathered identifying data, i.e,, nams, age, sex, race and, 

if appropriate for the condition, administered the Ammon's 

Quick Test for a measure of intelligence. 

The subject ujas then asked to stand in front of the 

music stand ujhich uias adjusted to eye levei. The reading 

passage uias placed on the music stano and the subject ujas 

instructed as folloujs: 

Uihen you are told to beginj please read tj-iis 
passage aioud, inciuding the title, Read at a 
comfortabie rate. Try not to do anything to 
modify your normal stuttering pattern (or reading 
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pattern for control subjects), If nonfiuencies 
come, iet them come normally, Are there any 
questions? (If none, the tape recorder ujas acti-
vated), OK, begin reading. (Experimenter holds 
microphone in front of subject's mouth,) 

Uihen the subject completed the passage, the tape 

recorder ujas turned off, The subject ujas thanked and 

dismissed, If appropriate, the subject ujas asked to return 

in exactiy one ujeek, 

Statistical Treatment 

The rauj data ujere subjected to an analysis of variance, 

The specific design ujas mixed, utilizing a treatment factor 

(active and inactive) ujith tujo levels, Stutterers compared 

to normals u/as one level and the order of presentation 

(active condition first or inactive condition first) ujas 

the other, This is a Type III design as described by 

Lindquist (1953): 

Suppose that a factorial experiment is to 
be performed uiith three factors; A, B and C ujith 
a possible total of ABC treatment-combinations, 
In such situations, one of the treatment classifi-
cations (A) [active versus inactive], may sometimes 
be such that all treatments in that ciassification 
are administrable to the same subjects, but this 
may not be true of the other (B) [stutterers 
versus controlsj, and (C) [order of presentation] 
classifications. In that case, an experiment 
may be designed in ujhich the main effect of A 
and all interactions involving A ujiil be "uiithin" 
effects, but the main effects of B and C and the 
BC interaction ujiii be "betujeen" effect, 

The level of significance required for this study ujas 

decided to be .05, Any F ratios exceeding the ,05 level 

are presented and discussed in the foiloujing chapter. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The rauj data ujere prepared from tuio different counts 

of the taped material and represent a composite of these 

tujo counts. In other ujords, the experimenter and her 

academic advisor made separate counts of the number of 

nonfluencies appearing on the tapes, Uihere differences 

existed betuieen the tujo counts, the midpoint of the 

difference became the raui score for the analysis of 

variance, It should be pointed out that the count ujas 

not concerned ujith ujhether or not actual stuttering 

occurred but rather the count uias concerned ujith the 

total number of nonfluencies or disruptions to the normal 

flouj of speech as the subjects read the materiai, This 

same criterion ojas applied to stutterers and controls 

alike, Actuaily, the differences betujeen the tujo counts 

ujere not great, and a correlation shoujed the vaiidity of 

the counts to be ,72 ujhich is significant beyond the ,05 

level, The rauj data is found in Appendix A, 

Analysis of Uariance 

The design ujas a mixed design containing treatments by 

levels. The treatments (A factor) ujere tujo: the active 

condition and the inactive condition, There ujere tujo 

levels (B factor) representing stutterers and controls, 

25 
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The B levels ujere subdivided into tujo additional levels (C 

factor) representing order: active condition first or 

inactive condition first, The rauj data thus arranged ujere 

subjected to the analysis of variance. The ,05 level ujas 

acceptable for significance, 

The presentation of the results ujill be primarily in 

terms of Table 1. It is to be noted that significance at 

the ,05 level ujas obtained for tujo factors: betujeen groups 

(factor B) and the interaction of treatments by groups ( A X B ) , 

All differences among other factors must be attributed to 

chance. 

TABLE 1 

ANALYSIS OF UARIANCE 

SS df W/S 

Among Subjects 
Betujeen Groups(B) 
Betujeen rders(C) 
Interaction (BXC) 
Residual I 

Uiithin Subjects 
Betuieen Treat-
ments (A) 

Interaction (AXB) 
Interaction (AXC) 
Interaction(AXBXC) 
Residual II 

92,408.25 23 
35,208.33 

102. 8 
176.34 

56,921.50 

1 35,208.33 
1 
1 
20 

102.08 
176,34 

2,846,08 

1,665,00 24 

161,33 
290.09 
33.34 
2.07 

178.17 

1 
1 
1 
1 
20 

161 
290 
33 
2 

58 

33 
09 
34 
07 
90 

Total 94,073.25 47 

significant at .05 levei 

12,37* 
,04 
,06 

2,73 
4,92* 
.56 
,04 
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Betujeen Groups (B) 

The significant difference betujeen groups ujas expected 

and is not surprising. It ujould have been surprising not to 

find significance for this factor. The interpretation is 

simpiy that the stutterers had more nonfluencies than the 

normal controls. The data for both experimental conditions 

ujas pooled for this main effect. 

Interaction of Treatments by Groups (AXB) 

The anaiysis of variance shows only that significance 

is present betujeen at least tujo means includsd in this 

interaction but it fails to shouj uihich means may be responsible 

for the significance. To determine the significance betujeen 

individuai pairs of means, further mathematical manipulation 

uias necessary. The criticai difference (CD) betujeen indi-

vidual treatment means u/as determined as foiloujs: 

CD lYl 1 - ^2 " ^ 0 5 X Om^ - ^2 

Uihere 

m lYl IYI2 

/ 2 X ((ruj2) 

V — — — 

And ujhere 

0uj2 ^ t h e ÍYl/S u j i t h i n = 5 8 . 9 0 

And ujhere 

N = 12 (number of scores in each mean) 

Nouj 

CD = 2.07 X / ^ 

58.90 ::: 6.50 
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Next, the difference betujeen each individual pair of 

means ujas determined, and these differences are shoujn in 

Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

COIYIPARISON OF INDIWIDUAL TREATIYIENT 
lYIEANS FOR THE A X B INTERACTION 

(DIFFERENCES I N lYlEANS ARE IND ICATED) 

A^B^ 

Controi 3 
Inactive 

Stutterers 
Active 

Stutterers Inactive 

Controls Inactive 

A,B^ 

Stutterers Active 

59,09* 8,59* 

50,50* 

A^B^ 

Controis 
Active 

57.83* 

1,26 

49,24* 

CD = 6,50 
* = Exceeds CD 

In Table 2 there are tujo comparisons ujhich are of 

primary importance: the comparison of stutterers active to 

stutterers inactive and the comparison of controls active 

to controls inactive. The difference betujeen the former 

means is significant, and the difference betujeen the iatter 

is not. It uiouid appear that the stutterers had signifi-

cantly feujer nonfluencies ujhen involved in physical activity 

than ujhen physically inactive. The same cannot be said for 

the normal controls, and any difference betujeen the tujo 

conditions for the control group must be attributed to chance. 
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Order Effect 

Uihereas it is usually not necessary to comment on factors 

ujhich do not shouj signif icance, nevertheless a brief ujord 

about order effect ujould be helpful. It ujas assumed in the 

beginning that perhaps the condition in ujhich the subjects 

participated second, regardiess of ujhether or not it uias 

active or inactive, might shoui a tendency toujard feujer non-

fluencies than the condition in ujhich the subjects partici-

pated first. Apparently such is not the case. There is no 

evidence to support this assumption. It also suggests that 

the adaptation phenomenon had been successfully nuliified. 

Discussion 

The results of this study ujould have offered greater 

support for self auiareness theory if both groups of subjects 

had demonstrated feujer nonfluencies during the active con-

dition, As it is, the results offer only partial support, 

It is true that the stutterers had feujer nonfluencies ujhile 

they ujere physically active and to this extent the theory is 

supported, If taken at face value, the results do suggest 

that riding a bicycie served to reduce objective self 

aujareness in stutterers and, as a result, the stutterers ujere 

more fluent. 

The results of this study do not necessarily provide an 

entirely neuj observation about the behavior of stutterers, In 

fact, Bloodstein (1959), in a chapter previousiy cited, 
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makes the folloujing statement: 

Almost any circumstance that momentarily 
reinforces the stutterer's aujareness of himseif 
[objective seif auiareness] as a stutterer or 
focuses his attention on cues representative of 
stuttering is iikely to bring on more stuttering. 
Conversely, any condition under ujhich his attention 
to such cues is ujeakened by competing stimuli 
[subjective self aujarenessj may bring about a 
temporary elimination of speech difficuity. 

If, indeed the factors of objective and subjective 

self auiareness are responsible for the modification of 

stuttering behavior as seen in this study, then these 

results are not inconsistent ujith Bloodstein's statement, 

Houjever, the author sees at least one other explanation 

of the results ujhich seems just as^ plausible and is just as 

reconcilabie to Bloodstein's statement, The key phrase in 

Bloodstein's statement uiouid seem to be the f ollouj.i.ng: 

"Almost any circumstance that . . . focuses his attention 

on cues representative of stuttering is likely to bring on 

more stuttering." It ujill be recalled in Chapter I that the 

author made the statement that the antecedent of stuttering 

is anxiety uihich is precipitated by ujord and situationally 

induced cues, In other uiords, cues determifie the strength 

of the drive state, Activity ujhich serves to lessen the 

stutterer's perception of these cues, may thus aiso serve 

to reduce anxiety and hence the stuttering response, 

UJhich explanation is correct? The author is at a loss 

to choose, The data, ujithin limitations, support both, In 

any event the hypothesis of this study must be partialiy 
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rejected. Apparently stutterers have fener nonfluencies 

ujhile physically active, but these data do not shouj the same 

relationship for normal speakers. 

There is a question ujhich the author raises concerning 

her oujn research, The control subjects ujere, for the most 

part, speech or theater majors ujith some, if not considerable, 

experience in making public presentations. Also, it is believed 

that these subjects may have had both training and experience 

in oral reading, To ujhat extent did such training and 

experience equip the control subjects to manage or avoid 

nonfluencieo? The author cannot ansujer this question. Perhaps 

if the control subjects had been more naive relative to oral 

reading they, like the stutterers, may have shoujn signifi-

cantly feujer nonfluencies ujhile engaged in the physically 

active condition. The author had not considered this possi-

bility prior to the time the subjects ujere selected. A repli-

cation of the study using naive control subjects ujould be 

suggested. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUIYIIYIARY AND C0NCLU5I0NS 

This chapter ujill be a resume of the present study, 

including the purpose, procedure, results and conciusions. 

Purpose 

The self aujareness theory, in revieuj, proposes that 

of the tujo possibie states of self aujareness, objective 

(attention touiard self) and subjective (attention on 

environment) , most people ujiii feel more comfortabie in 

the subjective state most of the time. Conversely, more 

social faux pas (iike speech nonfluencies) ujili occur 

uihiie in the objective state, 

The purpose of the research uias to ansujer the question, 

"Could self aujareness theory partialiy explain some of the 

differences in the magnitude of the stuttering response 

uihich the stutterer experiences as situations change in 

social compiexity?" The hypothesis ujas: Both a group of 

stutterers and a group of matched controls ujili dispiay 

feujer speech nonfluencies uihen in a state of physical activity 

[increased subjective self aujarenessj than uihen in a state 

of physical inactivity [increased objective seif auiarenessj. 

Procedure 

Subjects for the research ujere divided into experimental 

and control groups. The experimental group included ten 

32 
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Caucasian males, one Negro male and one Caucasian female, 

The experimental group members ujere all judged stutterers 

by themselves and others. The controls ujere judged as 

normal speakers and ujere primariiy speech or speech 

pathology majors attending Texas Tech University. Sex, 

race, age and IQ ujere matched as cioseiy as possible. 

The subjects ujere instructed to read a passage 

entitied "Arthur the Shirker" (Anderson, 1942) under tujo 

different conditions. In condition (l): The subject, aione 

in the room ujith the examiner, read the passage into a tape 

recorder ujhile pedaling a stationary exercise bicycle. In 

condition (2): The subject read the passage into a tape 

recorder ujhile simply standing in front of a music stand 

ujhich held the passage. The environmental conditions ujere 

held constant and the same instructions uiere given verbatim 

to each subject, depending on the condition number. 

In order to avoid the stuttering adaptation phenomenon, 

the subjects ujere presented the oral reading tasks exactly 

one ujeek apart and by aiternating the order among subjects. 

Results 

A count by the experimenter and her academic advisor 

ujas made to determine the number of nonfluencies. The mid-

point betujeen the tujo counts ujas used as the rauj data for an 

analysis of variance. The analysis of variance indicates a 

significant difference betujeen the groups ujhich ujas not 
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unexpected. The interpretation of this finding is simply 

that the stutterers had more nonfluencies than the control 

subjects. The analysis of variance also shoujed that the 

stutterers had feujer nonfluencies ujhen involved in motor 

activity than ujhen inactive. There ujas not a statistical 

difference for the controi subjects for either the active 

or inactive condition, These results suggest that the 

hypothesis must be partialiy rejected, at least so far as 

the control group is concerned. 

Conclusions 

It ujas hypothesized that both stutterers and non-

stutterers 'jjould have feujer nonfluencies ujhen in a state 

of subjective self aujareness, On the basis of the results, 

the folloujing conclusions have been draujn: 

(1) Activity ostensibiy producing a state of 

subjective self aujareness tends to reduce 

the number of nonfluencies for stuttering 

subjects. 

(2) The above cannot be said for the control subjects, 

Any difference betujeen the active and inactive 

condition for the control subjects must be 

attributed to chance, 

(3) If, as the theory states, activity induces a 

greater state of subjective self aujareness, the 

present study offers support for self aujareness 
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theory—at least so far as the stutterers 

are concerned. 

(4) The self aujareness theory is not supported as 

evidenced by the behavior of the control group, 

(5) In this study it can be seen houj various devices 

or distractions ujhich serve to reduce stutter-

ing can nouj be vieuied in the iight of self 

aujareness theory, Factors ujhich have been 

called distractions in stuttering behavior may 

actually be increases in subjective self 

aujareness. 
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